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Squidoo Lens Genius PERSONAL USE RIGHTS ONLY! If you dont know what Squidoo actually is, let

me give you the short breakdown... Squidoo is a site that allows anyone to create what is called a lens. A

lens is simply a simple blog type web site. Its free and you dont have to know HTML or any programming

to do it. Pretty simple right? Squidoo also has cool built in features such as the ability to add affiliate links

to site like eBay, Amazon, and other big companies as well as the ability for people to comment on your

lens. There is also a voting system that users engage in which gives your lens or web site a rating that

users can easily see. This lets anyone who visits your lens know what kind of time and quality that you

have put into it. This is only a small sampling of the features and functionality of Squidoo. As you can see,

there is a lot of opportunity for networking, connecting, search engine rankings as well as traffic

generation with Squidoo! Squidoo has proven itself as a web property which has weathered the storm of

here today, gone tomorrow web sites. Squidoo is here to stay! The most powerful benefit of using

Squidoo is the extremely high weight that they have with search engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and

MSN. Because Squidoo has been around so long and have demonstrated that they are committed to
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quality, the search engines have given them considerably more search engine ranking. So how exactly

does this affect you and why should you care? Because you are building a site ON the Squidoo web site,

you automatically get a bit of a boost in the search engines versus starting up a new domain name and

web site yourself! That means that what normally would have taken months to get noticed in search

engines like google can now be accomplished in just a few hours. This is because Google, Yahoo!, and

MSN are constantly crawling the Squidoo web site to check for updates, additions, and new lenses (web

sites). Because of this hotbed of activity from the search engines, your lens will be in direct line of sight of

all of the major search engines! When your lens is discovered, your content is being analyzed on the

premise of being on Squidoo not just some other place on the web which gives your site a better rank.

Heres the benefit of picking up this powerful Squidoo video content: * Two Simple Hours To Squidoo

Lens Mastery & Extreme Monetization! * Quick Setup, Easy Maintenance, No Cost Creation Of Your

Lens! * Get Started, Setup & Pulling In Traffic As Soon As Tonight! * Use All Of The Secrets To Gaining

Competitive Advantage On Squidoo! * Simple, Watch over My Should Training Make This Easy For

Anyone! There are thousands of people out there who have built a quality Squidoo lens that have

benefited in really bottom line dollars each month. In order to really make Squidoo work for you, you need

to know how to setup your lens properly from the beginning. You also need to know all of the secret tricks

to making your Squidoo lens much more noticeable, user friendly, and rank friendly. Having this

knowledge will ensure that your lens gets all of the exposure that it deserves and much more. Of course

this exposure also means more exposure for you, your business, and your products and services! Heres

What Squidoo Lens Genius Reveals... Just some of the goodies that youll go over in the Squidoo Lens

Genius video seminar... * Introduction - Here You get a solid foundation that will allow you to build a traffic

and lead powerhouse with your lens! * Lenses & Blogs Revealed - The truth about Squidoo lenses and

blogs and why the differences are huge and affect your ability to make money with Squidoo. * Links &

Monetizing - how to generate exposure for your Squidoo and lens as well turn it into an income producing

machine that generate profits each and every month like clockwork! * Lens marketing- promote and push

your lens to the top of Squidoo and then google, yahoo!, and MSN without having to spend a bunch of

money to market your site or a ton of time marketing! * SEO & Back linking - how to setup your lens so

that the search engines take notice and give your lens the most link juice possible. also revealed are the

secrets of lens linking! * Traffic magnetization - generate the maximum amount of traffic from your lens so



that you can sell to your visitors and Push them to your other web sites! * Extremely simple system that

will have your leans up and generate traffic by tonight! Are you ready to start generate New exposure for

your business And Start Getting Traffic Tonight? ___________________________ Visit My Store For

More Deals!!! ebooksheaven.tradebit.com ____________________________
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